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An Inheritance Hierarchy is a Form of Abstraction

• Abstractions help us to deal with complexity.
• Abstractions are often hierarchical:

• This is a Conceptual Hierarchy, and we can model it using
Class Inheritance.
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Design is Rarely Pure Top-down
• The normal approach to system design uses stepwise refinement by

decomposition, which can be applied to conventional design, or to
object-oriented design.

• However, you rarely design strictly top-down, even though this
methodology in its purest form calls for it.

• For example, in object-oriented design, you frequently create several
seemingly disparate classes, but later realize they are related.  You then
factor out their common characteristics into one or more base (often
abstract) classes.

• There is nothing wrong with this bottom-up or middle-out approach;
several passes up and down are usually required to produce a complete
and correct design.
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Derivation for Specialization
• We can use a class hierarchy to model the real world.  For example:

• We can also use it to model more abstract or less tangible concepts.
• The above cases all show derived classes which are more specific than

their base class;  the derived classes are specializations of their base
class.

• Alternatively, you could say that the base class is a generalization of its
derived classes;  it depends on your point of view.

• Often (but not always), the base class is an abstract class;  whether it is
or not depends on whether the characteristics of the base class are
sufficient and useful enough for instances of it to make sense.

Airplane Person InputDevice

Jet Turboprop Employee Mouse Keyboard
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Derivation for Implementation
• Another common use for inheritance is to guarantee that types present a

certain interface (i.e. that they obey a certain protocol)
• You can define an abstract base class that specifies certain operations,

many of which may be unimplemented.
• You can then derive several classes from this base class that implement

the behavior specified in the abstract base class.  For example:

• Here, the derived classes are realizations, or implementations of the base
class.

• In this case, there is typically no change in interface from base class to
derived class.

Dictionary

HashTable PropertyList
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Derivation for Combination
• When a derived class has more than one base class (multiple

inheritance), the base classes combine to form a class that includes all
their individual behaviors.

• Classes of relatively equal importance can be combined.  For example:

• Or, you can combine a primary base class with other base classes that add
auxiliary behavior:

Teacher Student

TeachingAssistant

Window Scrollable

ScollingWindow
• As with other kinds of derivation, the base classes may or may not be abstract.

In the examples above, Teacher and Student are probably not abstract, but
Scrollable probably would provide only the definition of the scrolling
interface, without an implementation.
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Derivation for Combination
• You should not use multiple inheritance when it is inappropriate.  For

example:

• WRONG!  An Airplane is composed of these parts -- it is not the
sum of the behaviors of these parts.   You don't want to view an
Airplane as a more spohisticated way of looking at an Engine or a
Fuselage.

Wings Fuselage Engine Tail

Airplane

Rectangle

Window

Overlaps?
includesPoint?
upperLeft
etc...

But, still, sometimes it's difficult
to decide when to use multiple
inheritance and when to use
aggregation!

• Or should Window have a class member of class Rectangle?
• Choices like this are often a toss-up;  the choice may be based on how

other code uses the Window class, rather than anything inherent in the
classes themselves.
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Derivation for Generalization
• There are some non-standard uses for derivation;  one of them is for

generalization:
Circle

Ellipse

PlainWindow

ColorWindow

• An Ellipse could be derived from Circle by adding another focus
point;  a ColorWindow could be derived from a PlainWindow by
adding an additional field to store the color.

• Here, the conceptual hierarchy does not correspond to the actual
hierarchy;  however, they can provide useful implementations that can
save recoding.

• Beware of disassociating the conceptual and implementation hierarchies:
It goes against intuition
It can make the derived class unduly dependent on the base class's
implementation.

• On the other hand, blindly matching the two can cause other problems.
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Derivation for Variance
• Derivation for variance is similar to derivation for generalization:  the

conceptual hierarchy does not match the implementation hierarchy.
• In the case of variance, however, there is no direct hierarchical

relationship between the base and derived classes.  Instead, the classes
are more likely to be cousins or siblings in the conceptual hierarchy:

InputDevice

Tablet

Mouse

...

For example, in the InputDevice example, the
implementations of Mouse and Tablet may be
nearly identical.  You could derive Mouse from
Tablet (or vice versa) to let all common code be
reused:

But a better choice would be to Introduce an
intermediate class to factor out the common
code. That is a better solution, but may not
be possible if you can't change the existing
hierarchy.
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Tablet


